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A judge sentenced Maurice Martinez on
Tuesday.

NEWS: Crime

Former OKC Police Officer Pleads Guilty To Child Sex Abuse Charges
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Updated: Aug 21, 2012 4:45 PM PDT

By Lisa Monahan, News 9 - bio | email

Former Oklahoma City police sergeant Maurice
Martinez has pleaded guilty to felony sex and child abuse charges.

On Tuesday, an Oklahoma County judge sentenced Martinez to a 25-year
suspended sentence. He's been ordered to serve two years in Oklahoma
County jail and two years on house arrest.

Martinez was accused of molesting his teenage, adopted sons.

Prosecutors say they made a plea deal with Martinez because the witnesses in the case were scared and
refused to cooperate.

10/5/2011 Related Story: Former OKC Officer Accused Of Molesting Sons Wants To See
Them

8/23/2011 Related Story: More Than 20 Counts Against OKC Police Officer Accused of
Molestation Dropped

3/14/2011 Related Story: Details Released Of Abuse Allegations Against Oklahoma City
Police Officer
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This case just shows how weak the judicial system is, and can be....to give this slimy
pig a 25 year suspended sentence and 2 years in jail and on house arrest...the
judicial system is a joke...who the hell can you turn to for help???.....

donnaa60
1:50 PM Aug 22
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This B.S. is infuriates me to the max!!! This is one of the main reasons why DHS is
being sued right now cos' of this kind of satanic behavior toward these innocent
children. This is why the world will be going through the process of elimination!!!
Mother earth has begun her cleansing of the wretched filth of every kind!!!!!

donnaa60
1:45 PM Aug 22
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Prayer is DEFINITELY in order, in any case, the truth needs to be known, More
importantly the Case Needs To Be Heard in court in all FAIRNESS. No one is exempt
from the love of JESUS and no one is exempt from prayer. All parties in the case
should have forgiveness, love, compassion, and healing from the Lord. It is my hope
that all will be covered by the blood of Jesus. I also pray that the children are also led

Poet7
11:27 AM Aug 22
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that all will be covered by the blood of Jesus. I also pray that the children are also led
to recover, counseling, grief care, and forgive/be forgiven First by the Lord and have
comfort throughout this ordeal.
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So he gets off because he was a police seargeant or because the children was
adopted? It makes no sense

Ms.stayready
7:03 AM Aug 22
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He should have hired Jose Baez...or however you spell his last name!Just_Me
6:22 AM Aug 22
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@John He'll go to county, but they won't put him in general population with other
inmates b/c he's a cop. They'll keep him segragated in a different block or on
lockdown. Otherwise I agree with you 100%

Former Jailer
6:20 AM Aug 22
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John....HOOAH !L Ermey
5:46 AM Aug 22
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It is not unheard of for prosecutors to offer a sentence like this to spare the victims of
further trauma and it didn't matter, in my opinion, of what this loser did for
employment prior to being caught. It is also my opinion, once more of this loser's story
came out, that he was guilty as H E L L. At first one should be cautious in a rush to
judgement when something like this case comes up; unfortunately some people make
up abuse stories for their own means to an end. Thus it makes it hard to filter out the
real cases. Either way this is a sad, sad time that someone who was supposed to be
protector of all would have done this. I am sure his two years in a county lockup, the
same one he put people, will help him learn the error of his ways.

John
10:26 PM Aug 21
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A pig who really is a pig.pepper1224
9:37 PM Aug 21
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Someone somewhere needs to do something about this!Frybreadlady
7:45 PM Aug 21
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